created for your perfection

SAVE ENERGY !

WATER-OPERATEDTCUS

OIL-OPERATEDTCUS

ATT - ALTERNATINGTEMPERATURE TECHNOLOGY

COOLING
TECHNOLOGY

WHAT IS BETTER THAN A
PERFECT TEMPERATURE
ADDITIONALLY REDUCE ENERGY
CONSUMPTION BY UP TO 70%.

PUMP
high-quality centrifugal pumps have
an excellent efficiency. Compared to
peripheral pumps, centrifugal pumps
have up to 30% better efficiency!

PUMP CONTROL
With an intelligent pump control the speed
is adapted to the demand. Thus a 20% lower
speed saves up to 50% energy.

INSULATION
Our temperature control units have extremely
efficient insulation and thus save energy.

All SINGLE products wlth particularly high effi-ciency and impressively low
energy consumption are awarded with the EcoPlus label. This achieve-ment
is the result of specific hydraulic, electric or thermally effective special
equipment for tem-perature control systems and coollng systems.
PUMP SPEED CONTROL AS A SUPERIOR FEATURE High·quality centrifugal
pumps make a significant contribution to the EcoPlus label. Particularlv the
Water Advanced product fami· IV starting from size N1 impresses with the
technical efficiency ofthe pump motors ofthe IE3 efficiencv elass. These centrifugal pumps have a significantlv higher efficiencv range than compara· ble
impeller·type peripheral pumps. With speed controlled pumps the f10w rate
can be Iimited to the capacity required for the process at hand. The reduction of energy consumed bV the pump exceeds the speed reduction.

REDUCE CYCLE TIME
With Eco Temp we control the
flow of the cooling medium through
intelligent valve technology.
This extremely reduces the cooling
phase and thus the cycle time and all this with better part quality.
Energy is of course also saved
due to short cycle times

ELECTRIC MOTOR
Highly efficient IE 3 electric motors
reduce energy consumption !

ECOPLUS

QUICK AMORTISATION
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
ENERGY SAVING UP TO 70%
LONG LIVE
HIGH EFFICIENCY
NO QUALITY LOSSES
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